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mission
of children in primary schools cannot read.

This is why only 3 of every 10 children 
who start primary one finish primary school. 
In a country where 52% of the population is 

children below 15, this is a threat to 
national security and development

70%

enjuba is a catalytic children’s organisation 
focussed on improving learning outcomes 
and helping children develop key life skills 
such as collaboration, communication and 
critical thinking through teacher trainings, 
reading initiatives and spelling bees.
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At enjuba, we believe that words change the world™, and that 
we can harness their power to transform our country and and 
the world. Our work focuses on improving learning outcomes of 
children through a holistic program that involves teacher 
trainings, reading initiatives, including the publishing of 
beautifully illustrated, locally relevant children’s books, spelling 
bees and a writing competition. This is all centered around key 
positive words and the values of Character, Responsibility, 
Excellence, Empathy and Discipline (CREED).

In the last five years, we have reached over 1,000,000 children 
around Uganda, helping them to LEARN to READ so they can 
READ to LEARN, as well as develop a growth mindset, curiosity, 
critical thinking and all the skills they need to succeed in school 
and in life. This program has unlocked the imagination of many 
children, setting them on a journey to dream and aspire to live a 
better life and become the best they can ever be.

None of this would have been possible without you - our core 
supporters. From our program partners Peace Corps, to our dedicated 
team, our priceless donors and corporate sponsors, we thank you for 
believing in this possibility and for your continued commitment to 
making it a reality. We look forward to our continued partnership.

Special thanks go to; Ministry of Education, United States Peace 
Corps, KCCA, Kampala Serena Hotel, Movit Products Limited, 
DSTV, Seven Seas, South African Airways, Unilever, Bank of 
Uganda, Uganda Baati, Computer Point, UMC UniHealth, Nitus, 
Books for Africa, Link Buses, Dutches Hotel – Fort Portal, Mango 
Tree, Sweet Aromas, West Nile Indian Community, Horizon 
College, Jinja, Kaabong District Local Government, World Vision, 
Friends of Hope – Tororo, Knowledge for Children, Ndegeya Core 
PTC – Masaka,  Bushenyi Core PTC, and Canon Apollo Core PTC, 
Fort Portal, St Mary’s PTC Bukedea.

Patron
Dr. Alan Shonubi



1. West Nile
2. Acholi
3. Lango
4. Karamoja
5. Teso
6. Bukedi
7. Busoga
8. Buganda
9. Kampala
10. Kigezi

11. Rwenzori
12. Ankole

13. Bunyoro.Ar
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Teachers
Trained

1,000,000
Children reached

4,000

1,000
Schools

Participated

90% of all children who participate in our 
programs go on to finish primary school 
and join secondary school

100% of Participants recommend 
the training to others



 

“Spelling Bee has increased my confidence, 
and made me know that I can do well. And 
it has also improved my vocabulary and hope.” 

– Angella Aisu, Kampala

Celebrating 5 years of 
empowering children

2017 marked 5 years since we started 

working on this idea of creating a 

children’s program that would shape our 

children and help them to be the change 

they need. It would take two years to 

actually start implementing this program 

and since then, we have learnt so much, 

and set several children on a path that

 would change their lives forever.

In this year, a Ugandan child – Promise 

Kitara, Spelling Bee Champion 2016, 

won the African Spelling Bee in

 Johannesburg drawing a lot of attention 

and interest to our work locally. We 

extended our program and impact to one 

of the country’s remotest and vulnerable

 communities - Karamoja. We launched 

into publishing and crystallised our focus 

on literacy moving beyond being a 

spelling bee organisation to a fully 

fledged literacy organisation. We attracted 

more volunteers than before who are 

committed to build into this work and to 

make a difference, as they also embark 

on a personal journey of self-discovery 

and learning.

Our team is developing lasting friendships 

and diving deep into understanding child 

development so they can be the best at it. We 

are also constantly engaging with children, 

parents and teachers and gathering feedback 

that is key to align us into the most useful and 

relevant children’s literacy organisation. We 

are also actively building partnerships with 

grassroots based organisations, local 

governments and public libraries to ensure 

local ownership and strengthen activities.

Some of the heart warming stories of this work 

include a girl giving us money as an expression 

of gratitude, after a reading session in her 

school to another girl committing to save her 

money to pay us to establish a reading club 

and conduct a spelling bee in a school in Lira. 

She is also mobilising books from her own 

collection and from her friends to donate to a 

rural school.

In many ways, it does not get better than this. 

Yet we know and are fully aware that we have 

just started to scratch on the surface of what 

needs to be done, and we have a lot more work 

to do in the coming months and years.



 

6,000
books into children’s hands

“My Child is now reading everything the finds, 
after participating in the Spelling Bee, and 
he is also active in class. He used to be
 very shy before the Spelling Bee.”

– Mother of Jordan Kiranda

On December 16, 2017, Promise Kitara a 
13-year-old boy from Tororo won the African 
Spelling Bee in Johannesburg. He had travelled to 
South Africa, all expenses paid to represent 
Uganda in this competition. He won a scholarship 
to study at Monash South Africa when he finishes 
his A ‘levels. Monash is one of the top 100 
Universities in the World.

Promise attributes his success to reading. In fact, 
before he travelled, he said he had been reading 
everything he could get his hands on in preparation.



We believe in building a grassroots movement to address the systemic challenges of 
education in Uganda, and this involves directly engaging with teachers, parents and 
children. Our interventions include:

1. Teacher trainings and head teacher engagements
2. Reading Initiatives and publishing Children’s books
3. Spelling Bees and Writing Competition

Teacher Trainings 
&

 Head Teacher 
engagements 

Reading Initiatives
& 

publishing 
Children’s

books 

Spelling Bees 
& 

Writing 
Competition

Improving 
Learning 
Outcomes

All our activities are interconnected and work towards improving learning outcomes of 
children as the figure above shows. We believe that we make the most impact by 
focusing deeply on schools and school based activities, and conducting competitions 
and motivators to get all children in schools to participate as they look forward to 
something competitive and exciting. Our programs run through out the year.

1. Teacher Trainings and Head Teacher Engagements
We believe that teachers are the most powerful people in the world, and they play a 
central role to helping children reach their full potential and improve their learning 
outcomes. This aspect of our program focusses on equipping teachers with tools and 
knowledge they need to become effective and to create a conducive environment for 
children. After the teacher trainings, all teachers are able to DEAR Days and Spelling 
Bees in School.

Theory of change



  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Reading initiatives and Publishing Children’s Books 
So many children never get a chance to learn to read at school because of 
overcrowded classrooms and a lack of materials. We are publishing beautifully 
illustrated, locally relevant children’s books and organizing reading activities in 
schools such as DEAR Day (Drop Everything And READ), community reading days
and parenting talks. We believe that this effort, coupled with partnerships to 
serialize books in newspapers, will go a long way in helping children fall in love with 
books, LEARNING to READ so they can READ to LEARN.

Reading is the most central activity in our program, so we equip teachers to teach 
children how to read, and the books we publish help children prepare for the 
Spelling Bee and  Writing Competition. 

The Spelling Bee is an annual spelling competition for children. This activity starts 
in classrooms as a tool for introduction of concepts, helping children learn new 
words, their meanings and how to use them in context. Schools organise 
competitions involving participation of the whole school. The winnersat school then 
go on to the District/Regional and National Competitions. The winners at the 
National Competition go to the African Spellling Bee. 

The Spelling Bees are conducted in 11 local languages, including Lugbarati, Acholi, 
Leblango, Nikaramajong, Ateso, Dhopadhola, Lusoga, Luganda, Runyoro, Rutooro, 
Runyankore/Rukiga for primary three (P.3) pupils, English and Sign Language for 
Primary four to six (P.4 – P.6). 

Children get to spell words around the values of Character, Responsibility, Excellence,
Empathy and Discipline (CREED), values that we think are universal and central to 
our mission.

The Writing Competition is conducted across the country, giving children an 
opportunity to express themselves in writing as well as to conduct research and 
learn about major issues happening in our world. The winning essays stories are 
published in newspapers and books creating children authors.

The Spelling Bee and Writing Competition give children an opportunity to learn new 
words and concepts, improve their vocabulary, and it sets them on a journey to 
aspire to achieve their dreams and become the best.

3. Spelling Bees and Writing Competition

Theory of Change



Legal Status
enjuba Spelling Bee is a registered non-profit 
organisation in Uganda.
Registration No: 190748

enjuba1

enjuba1

2 enjuba loop,
Behind Kenjoy Supermarket,
Bukoto, Kampala.
Phone:+256 70 520 7702
Email: service@enjuba.com
enjuba.com

See the World Differently
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